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2016 Tsunami Preparedness Campaigns

Call #3 – January 11, 2016

Participants

Mona Barnes (Virgin Islands Territorial Emergency Management Agency)
Dan Belanger (Alaska Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management)
Mark Benthien (Southern California Earthquake Center)
Josie Borisow (Naval Support Activity Monterey)
Louise Fode (NOAA/NWS/Alaska Region)
Gerard Fryer (NOAA/NWS/Pacific Tsunami Warning Center)
Carolina Hincapie (NOAA/NWS/Caribbean Tsunami Warning Program)
Kieran Isidore (Virgin Islands Territorial Emergency Management Agency)
Russell Jackson (NOAA/NOS/Office for Coastal Management)
Mark Lechner (Navy Region Southwest/San Diego)
Christine Lett (Virgin Islands Territorial Emergency Management Agency)
Rocky Lopes (NOAA/NWS/HQ)
John Marquis (Southern California Earthquake Center)
Kevin Miller (California Office of Emergency Services)
Christa Rabenold (NOAA/NWS/HQ)
Althea Rizzo (Oregon Office of Emergency Management)
Alex Tardy (NOAA/NWS/San Diego)
Harvey Thurm (NOAA/NWS/Eastern Region)
Roy Watlington (Professor Emeritus, U.S. Virgin Islands)
Walt Zaleski (NOAA/NWS/Southern Region)

Partner Updates

Christa Rabenold (NOAA/NWS/HQ) shared that the updated NTHMP Tsunami Awareness and Safety
fact sheet is now available.The NTHMP project to compile links to tsunami maps (inundation and
evacuation) in one online location is progressing. Tsunami materials for the NWS spring safety
campaign are in review. Materials include social media messages, a PowerPoint presentation, and
public information statements (web stories). When available, they will be posted to the NTHMP
Tsunami Preparedness Week web page. NTHMP news and items of interest for non-Coordinating
Committee members is shared through a mailing list. Those interested in receiving these very
infrequent emails can find out more and sign up for the list on the NTHMP website.

Carolina Hincapie (NOAA/NWS/Caribbean Tsunami Warning Program) shared that the handbook for
Caribe Wave 2016 is now available. Webinars for Caribe Wave 16 are being held January 19 (English),
January 20 (Spanish), and January 21 (French). Follow the CTWP website for more information as it
becomes available.

Christine Lett and Director Mona Barnes (Virgin Islands Territorial Emergency Management Agency)
shared plans for their March campaign, which normally includes testing sirens, promoting tsunami
walks, and reaching out to schools and businesses. A tsunami preparedness guide will be available.
This year, there will be a lot more focus on hotels in the inundation zone and entities that were not
well-represented last year. Last year they had good support from the governmental agencies. In
2016, they are looking for more involvement from the port authorities and nongovernmental agencies
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in the inundation zone (especially those in St. Thomas).

The California tsunami steering committee, which includes the coastal counties and the NWS Weather
Forecast Offices, is meeting in mid-January to discuss plans for this year’s campaign. Alex Tardy
(NOAA/NWS San Diego) noted that he is working with local parties to install permanent kiosks along
the coast, but nothing is set in stone. Kevin Miller (California Office of Emergency Services) shared
that the dates of the week have changed for California and are now March 20-March 26. The previous
dates conflicted with Easter, school break, and a state holiday. There was also concern that
conducting drills the week of April Fools Day could be detrimental. Activities will include the live code
test in the northern counties and the monthly tests elsewhere as well as overflights, audio
broadcasting tests, and communications tests on the playbook process. Proclamations at the state
and local level are also in the works.

Althea Rizzo (Oregon Office of Emergency Management) reported that while Oregon does not
recognize a week in March, they still have some things going on that month, including 1) the long-
term hotel outreach program (online employee awareness training module, disaster planning for
hotels, and more), 2) pilot projects in four communities similar to New Zealand’s tsunami blue lines
initiative, which features signage painted on the streets to indicate that one is leaving the evacuation
area, and 3) tsunami walks and outreach around the 3/11 event. In a follow-up email, Althea shared
the web address for the hotel program–-TsunamiSafe.info–-and noted that, while it is geared to the
U.S. West Coast and the Cascadia threat, they tailored the information to be of wide geographic use
and encourage others to use the online module in their own outreach. The contact person for this
program is Karen Parmelee.

Walt Zaleski (NOAA/NWS/Eastern Region) shared that he is scheduling a call with Gulf Coast Warning
Coordination Meteorologists to help them better understand, and encourage participation in, the
TsunamiReady program. Tsunami inundation maps are now available for some areas along the Gulf
Coast, and they will be useful in helping to sell TsunamiReady participation.

Josie Borisow (Naval Support Activity Monterey) shared that she is planning a public awareness
campaign at their installation (the base exchange). It will feature information about tsunamis, what
should be done in case of a tsunami, and evacuation routes.

Dan Belanger (Alaska Division of Homeland Security and Emergency Management) shared that they
are conducting a tsunami operations workshop in Dunch Harbor, Unalaska, April 12-14. It will include
a siren test and working through the local emergency management process with dispatch, the state
emergency operations center, and alerts from the National Weather Service. Other local communities,
schools, and fishery/canning operations are also invited to participate. This is the sixth in a series of
operations workshop, the first out on the Aleutians. Russel Jackson (NOAA/NOS/Office for Coastal
Management) updated us on the status of the short (~90 seconds) fast draw tsunami video. The
script has been finalized, and work is beginning on the illustrations and the narration. They are hoping
to have it done by March. A Spanish version will also be made with another in Samoan down the road.

TsunamiZone

Mark Benthien (Southern California Earthquake Center) requested updates for the Caribe Wave pages
(English/Spanish/French). He also asked that interested states/territories send resources/links to add
to the site and requests for creation of a (free) state/territory webpage, similar to
www.tsunamizone.org/california, to info@tsunamizone.org.

Next Call
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